If A is not commutative, such p is, in general, not unique even for a finitedimensional A. Therefore, in spite of their importance, such measures are not suitable for the decomposition theory of representations.
On the other hand, von Neumann's reduction theory (cf. [10] , [12] ) insures that every separable *-representation of A may be expressed as a direct integral of factor »-representations (called the central decomposition) and such a decomposition is essentially unique.
From this fact, for a separable A, we can guess the existence and the unicity of a distinguished Radon measure belonging to ÍVH(\¡/) which realizes the central decomposition of the »-representation of A constructed via \b on the compact space S.
The main purpose of this paper is to show that this guess is true. We say that cj) is primary if the »-representation of A constructed via 0 is a factor representation. Let X be the set of all primary states on A. Then we shall show: if A is separable, X is measurable for all Radon measures v on the compact space S (Theorem 1) and, moreover, there is one and only one measure p belonging to 9JÏ(i/0 such that p(K) = u((5) and the expression \f/(a) -Js ej>(a) dp(cf>) realizes the central decomposition of the »-representation of A constructed via \b (Theorems 2, 3 and 4).
We call such a unique p the central Radon measure of \¡/.
2. Preliminaries. Let 91 be a C*-algebra. The term "»-representation" of 91 shall mean a homomorphism a -* Ka of 91 into the algebra of all bounded operators on some hilbert space §> such that (tta)* = na, for a e 91, and denote it by n( §>). Two »-representations nl($x), n2( §>2) are said to be equivalent if there exists a unitary mapping U of $x onto §>2 such that UnlU~1 = n2 for a e 91.
Let 91** be the second dual Banach space of 91; then, according to a result of Sherman [17] , 9Í** may be regarded as a W*-algebra, whose associated space is the dual Banach space 51* of 91, and 51 may be regarded as a rr-dense C*-subalgebra (the tr-topology on 91** shall mean the weak*-topology on 91**) of 91**, when 91 is canonically embedded into 91**. Definition 1. Let G be a locally compact group, and ,4(G) the group C*-algebra of G (cf. 6); then the W*-algebra A(G)** is called the group JF*-algebra of G and denoted by W(G). Now let n( §>) be a »-representation of a C*-algebra 31 such that {¿; | 7ra¿; = 0 for ¿;e § and all ae3I} =(0) (called a nowhere trivial »-representation), then n( §>) can be uniquelly extended to a W*-representation of 31** (cf. [14, Theorem in Appendix]). We shall denote also by 7t( §) this H/*-representation of 31**.
Conversely, let ñ($j) be a lT*representation of 31**, then its restriction on 31 is a nowhere trivial »-representation 7r( §) of 31. Moreover, the IT*-representation of 31** obtained from the »-representation n( §) of 31 coincides clearly with the «($)•
The IT*-representation of 31** is irreducible if and only if the corresponding »-representation of 31 is irreducible; two ^-representations of 31** are equivalent if and only if the corresponding two »-representations of 31 are equivalent. Therefore the theory of »-representations of 31 can be reduced to the JT*-representation theory of 31**, so that the unitary representation theory of a locally compact group G can be reduced to the W*-representation theory of the group IT*-algebra W(G).
Let M be a IT*-algebra, and 7t( §) a ^-representation of M; then the kernel 3 = {a 1%a = 0, a e M} is a cr-closed ideal of M; hence there is a unique central projection z such that 3=MZ (cf. [14] ). Put 1 -z = s(n) ; s(n) is called the support of 71. The support of n is a nonzero central projection and the restriction of 7c on Ms(n) is one-to-one. Definition 3. Let ^(fyf), 7t2( §2) be two Misrepresentations of M. If sfrc1) = s(7t2), we say that ^(^f) is quasi-equivalent to 7r2( §2).
Clearly, the quasi-equivalence is a usual equivalence relation, so that by this relation we can classify ^-representations of M into quasi-equivalence classes. Let X>(M) be the family of all quasi-equivalence classes of the !T*-representations of M; then, for each element peT)(M), there corresponds a unique nonzero central projection c(p) of M such that c(p) = s(n) for every n( §>) e p.
Conversely, let z be a central nonzero projection; then Mz is a lT*-algebra, so that it has a faithful IT*-representation 7c( §) (cf. [13] ).
Then the mapping a -* 7raz of JV7 into B( §) is a lT*-representation of M; hence there is unique element p of X)(M) such that c(p) = z.
Therefore, there is a one-to-one correspondence between all elements of X)(A7) and all nonzero central projections of M.
For convenience, we shall add an imaginary 0-element to Î>(M) and we shall denote by T)'(M) the set D(M) U(0); moreover, we shall make the 0-element of M correspond to this 0-element of T)'(M). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between X)'(M) and the set Zp of all central projections of M. Since Zp is a complete Boolean algebra, we can canonically introduce its Boolean structure into T>'(M).
Also, we can regard every element p of X>(M) as a cr-continuous »-homomorphism of M onto the IT*-algebra Mc(p). Therefore, within quasi-equivalence, the ^-representation theory of M can be completely reduced to the structure theory of the W/*-algebra M.
So we shall freely use various definitions and theorems concerning the structure of IY*-algebras. For them, the reader should be referred to [3] and [14] .
Let n($>) be a nowhere trivial »-representation of a C*-algebra 91. Then the support s(k) of n(i{S) shall mean the support of the corresponding lF*-representation 7t( §) of the H/*-algebra 91**.
Let ^(fyf), n2($)2) be two nowhere trivial »-representations of 91. If the corresponding two H/*-representations of 91** are quasi-equivalent, we say that xl(&i) and ^2( §2) are quasi-equivalent.
3. The decomposition theory. Let A be a C*-algebra with unit 1. In this section we shall always assume that A is uniformly separable. Let A* be the dual Banach space of A and S the set of all states on A; then S is oL4*,.4)-compact; let {a"} be a sequence of nonzero elements which is uniformly dense in the selfadjoint portion As of A.
For cb,\l/eQ, define
2 ||a»|| then d is a metric on S which is equivalent to <r(S, A); therefore, Q is considered a compact metric space with respect to <t((3,^4); hence, the compact space S satisfies the second countability axiom, because a compact metric space is always separable. In this section we shall always consider the S as the compact space with the topology o(Q,A).
Let epe<5, and let V^ be the invariant closed subspace under Ra, La(aeA) generated by cb; then there is a unique central projection z^ such that L, A* = V( cf.
[14], [19] ); clearly z^ is the least central projection of A** containing the support s(cj>) of ej) on A** (cf. [14] ) and, moreover, sin?) = z¿, where 3T*(<?)*) is the »-representation of A constructed via ej).
Now we shall show
Theorem 1. Let X be a subset of S consisting of all primary states ej> (namely, the *-representation rt<i'( §^) of A is a factor representation); then X is v-measurablefor all Radon measures v on the compact space Q.
Proof. It is clear that the primarity of c\> is equivalent to the fact that the support siïï?) ofiâ(ïÇ)^) is a minimal central projection of A**. On the other hand, for each cbeQ,we consider the »-representation 7i*(ô$) of ¿4. For a e A, the image of a in §^, is denoted by a^. Then the function r/>->a¿ on S is a ^-valued function. We shall denote this function by a. The function ef> -> Z,"=1 <bic)icf))ai ^ is a ^-valued function and we have ê||2= f I S <S>ic)i<p)ait J<B " ¡ = 1 dp(cj)).
Hence the mapping t) -* Z"= x <b(c)ä, extends uniquely a unitary mapping U of onto the direct integral js §>¿ du(ep) of the spaces §^ with respect to the measure p (cf. [3] ), because elements of the form £ are dense in §^.
Hence, under this unitary mapping, we can write §^ = Js §^, dp(e¡>). Proof. Let «Pi (respectively, 5>2) be a cr-continuous homomorphism of Z onto L°°(S,/íi) (respectively, L°°(S,/¿2)) such that \]/(za) = J*s <D¡(z) (</>) cp (a) dp¡((p) for zeZ and aeA (i = 1,2). From the discussions in the proof of Theorem 2, clearly the kernel of <I>i (respectively, 4>2) = z(l -s(7t*)) (respectively, z(l -sin*))).
For a (}ïO)eA, the continuous function </>->c/>(a) on S belongs to Loe(Q,px) and L°°(®,/i2), respectively, so that there are positive elements c\, c2 in Zs(n*) such that cp(a) = <f>x(cttx)((b) px-a.e. and cp(a) = <S>2(c2)(<p) ¿¿2-a.e. Suppose that c" # c2, then there is a projection z of Zs(n^) such that c\z < c"2z or c\z > c2z; assume that cxz < c2z, then Moreover, the »-algebra generated by {c°| a eA} is a-dense inZs(7i*), because c(S) is <r-dense in L°°(S, p) (i = 1, 2) and d>; is isomorphic on Zsty*); hence í>t = <52. This completes the proof.
Definition 5. From the proof of Theorem 3, the corresponding homomorphism 3> to a positive central Radon measure p on the compact space S is unique. This unique d> is called the homomorphism of p and denoted by <£". By Theorem 3, the mapping /i-> \¡/ = ¡cj> dp of the set of all positive central Radon measures on the compact space Q into the set of all positive linear functional on A is one-to-one. Now we shall show this mapping to be onto.
Theorem 4. Let i¡/ be a positive linear functional on A; then there is a positive central Radon measure p on the compact space S such that \¡/(a) = §cf>(a)dp(c¡>) for aeA.
To prove Theorem 4, we shall provide some considerations. For \¡i(^0)eA*, we shall consider if as a oL4**,/l*)-continuous positive linear functional on A** canonically.
The H/*-algebra A**s(iâ) has the separable associated space ; therefore, there is a homogeneous type /8o !F*-algebra N such that A**^ic*) c N and the center Zs(n^) of ¿**s(7i*') = the center of N.
We shall represent the 7Y as follows: N = L^B,Q,co), Níf=Ü(Bae,Q,có), where B is a type 7Ko-factor, N* (respectively, B*) is the associated space of N (respectively, B), Q is a compact space satisfying the second countability axiom and co is a positive Radon measure on Q with co(Q) = l, and Lm (B,Q,co) Since ¡\jJt(xF(t)-í)dco(t) = i¡/(z) = 0, n*=0 and so z=0; therefore \j/t(l)>0 co-a.e.
For aeAsiic*)<=A**s{ii*), we write a= ¡Qa(t)dco(t) in Loe(B,Q,co); then the function \j/t(a(t))l\j/t(l) on Q is bounded co-measurable.
Let C be a commutative C*-subalgebra of the IT*-algebra Lco(Q,co) generated by the family {\fit(a(t))j^t(T) |ae^s(7t''')}; then we shall show Lemma 1. C is a-dense in the W*-algebra Lf(Q,to).
Proof. Suppose that there is an co-integrable complex-valued function g on Q such that ¡Q$t(a(t))l$t(i))g(t)dco(i) = 0 for all aeAs(n*). Since the function $, e L^B^.Q.co), the function (g(t)J4it(T))^t is strongly co-measurable and L License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since f(As(n^y) = 0, ¡(A^s'it*)) = 0, so that ¡(Zs'u1")) = 0; therefore f -f^-Mh(t)-l)dco(t)= f h(t)g(t)dco(t)=0 Jq -M1) Jq for all heLm(Q,co); hence g(t) =0 co-a.e. This completes the proof. LetQy be the spectrum space of C, then ca(g) = ¡Qg(t)dco(t) for geC defines a positive Radon measure coy on Qy such that J*eg(t) dco(t) = $Q¡g(v)dcOy(v) for geC.
Since C is <r-dense in Loe(Q,co), the above equality implies that the isomorphism g(t) -» g(v) of C in Loe(Q,co) onto C in L°° (Qy, cof) can be uniquely extended to an isomorphism ¥ of Loe(Q,co) onto Loe(Qy,coy) (cf. [14] ).
Since

Uait) -b(t))
& (1) ,|^|a-0|h-a.e. and the C*-algebra Asin*) is uniformly separable, C is uniformly separable; hence Qy satisfies the second countability axiom (cf. [3,Appendix (I)]).
Therefore, by the theorem of von Neumann (cf. [3, Appendix (IV)]), there is a co-null set P in Q, an avnull set Py in Qy and a one-to-one measurable mapping n of Q-P onto Qy -Py such that V(j~)init)) = f(t) for feLoe(Q,co) and teQ -P; moreover, in our case, clearly the n is measure-preserving.
Therefore, using n, we can translate the structures L°(B,Q,co) and L1(B^,Q,co) on the measure space (Q, co) to the structures L00 (B, Qy, cof) and L1(Bt ,QX, cox) on the measure space (Qx, cof).
Then \} = ¡Q\[itdco(t) = ¡Q,\JivdcOy(v) and a = jQa Now put cpfx) = ¿¡xs^-)(v) for xeA; then </>" is a state on A for all veQx ; moreover, suppose vx # v2 ; then there is a function (¡a such that ia(vx) # <^a(f2) (a eAs^)), because the family {¿;a| aeis(/)} of continuous functions on Qx generates C; hence, for some x e A, we have cpVl(x) i= cpV2(x), and so cpVl # c/>(,2.
Lemma 2. TZie mapping v*-+cpv of the compact space Qx into the compact space G is homeomorphic.
Proof. Since the above consideration shows that p is one-to-one, it is enough to show the continuity of p.
Suppose that vx -* v in Qx ; then ¿¡a(vx) -» ¿;a(u) for all a e /Is^), so that <pvfx) -* (pv(x) for x e A. This completes the proof.
By this lemma, the Radon measure cox on Qx may be canonically considered a Radon measure cox on the compact space G with the support p(ßi).
Now we shall show
Proof of Theorem 4. Put dp(cj>) = ^(l)dcoi(cp), where cox(cp) is the Radon measure on G defined in the preceding discussion, and 4>^(T) = $"(1) for c/> = />(t>) (» eQi) and ^(1) = 0 for </> £ p(ßi). Next, in order to make our theorem applicable for the unitary representation theory of locally compact groups, we shall consider a separable C*-algebra 91 without unit.
Let S0 be the set of all positive linear functionals c6 on 91 such that ef> ^ 0 and [|</>||igl, and Qx the set of all positive linear functionals cf> on 91 such that I ep || = 1 ; then S0 is a o(<S0, 9I)-compact space.
The function ef> -> | ej> || on the compact space S0 is lower semi-continuous, so that <5y is a Borel set in the compact space S0. Let A be the C*-algebra adjointing the unit 1 to 9Í and c60 be a state on A such that c60(9l) = 0.
For ej)e<50, we can uniquely extend cb to a positive linear functional with the same norm on A, and we shall denote it by the same notation ef>.
Define a mapping a of <30 onto S as follows: «(c6) = c6 + (l-<Kl))c60.
Then a is a homeomorphic mapping of the compact space S0 onto the compact space ©. Now let \¡/ be a bounded positive linear functional on 91, and we shall extend uniquely i¡/ on A with the same norm. Then there is a unique positive central Radon measure p on S such that Je \¡/ia) = cf>ia) dpiej)) for a e A.
Je
Let 7i*i §)¿) be the »-representation of A constructed via \¡i; then there is a sequence of positive elements (n") in 91 such that ||«"|| ^ 1, {n^J converges strongly to ls , where ls is the identity operator on ^. Therefore, lim.Kl-n")= f ePil -hn) dpicb) = 0.
Since <£(1 -hn)^0, there is a subsequence of (nj) of (n) suchthat lim^(l -hnj) = 0 [June p-a.e.; hence sup pygijxe« \<KX)\ -<^(1)| = 1 f°r /¿-a.e., cpeG. Therefore /¿ is concentrated on the Borel set a(Gi). Hence we can easily prove the following theorem.
Theorem 5. Let 31 be a C*-algebra, G0 the set of all positive linear functionals cp on 31 sue« íZiaí c/> ^ 0 a«d || </> || Sj 1, Gi ine set of all positive linear functionals cp on 31 such that | c/> || = 1, X0 i/ie set o/aZZ primary positive linear functionals cp on 31 such that |c/>|^l; i/ien Gi is a Borel subset in the o-(G0,3I)-co«ipaci space G0 and K0 is measurable for all Radon measures v on the compact space G0.
Moreover, let \p be a bounded positive linear functional on 31; tZie« there is one and only one positive Radon measure p on the compact space Go saiisfying the following conditions :
(i) <K«) = Js«, <}>(")dp(<t>) for ae3I.
(ii) There is a unique a-continuous homomorphism <!>" of the center Z of the W*-a1gebra 31** onto the W*-algebra Lco(Go,/¿) such that i/c(za) = <^ll(z)(cp)cp(a)dp(cp) for zeZ and ae3l, JSo where "the ip on 31**" is the unique canonical extension of "the \p on 31". (iii) TZiere is a Borel subset U$ in the compact space G0 such that Ul¡lQK0r\Qx, p(U¿) =/¿(G0) and sty*") ■ s(7t*2)=0/or two differentcpx,<p2e (7^.
We shall call this unique Radon measure p the central Radon measure of ip.
Finally we shall state some problems. The problem of characterizing intrinsically central Radon measures is very interesting -in particular, it is important in the unitary representation theory of locally compact groups.
Therefore we shall put Problem 2. Is there an intrinsical characterization of central Radon measures? In particular, can we have a purely measure-theoretic characterization of those measures?
Suppose \p is a positive linear functional on the C*-algebra A, SOÎ(i^) the set of all positive Radon measures on the compact space G such that \p(a) = ¡scp(a)dp(cp) for ae^4.
Then, 2R(i//) contains one and only one central Radon measure /¿0. Problem 3. Is there a geometrical characterization of /¿0 in the 9Jl(i//)? Problem 4. Without use of the reduction theory of von Neumann, can we show the existence of a central Radon measure in the <HR(ip)1 Added in proof. Problem 1 is solved by J. Feldman and E. Effros.
